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Milton Keynes Early Warning Score National Early Warning Score

Triggers Response Score Response

0 None 0 Continue routine NEWS

1 Full set of observations
Increase observation 

frequency and liaise with 
Nurse, F1/F2

1-4 Inform nurse
Nurse to decide if increased frequency of 

monitoring/escalation of care required

2 As above, plus alert rapid 
response service and F2

5-6 or any 
individual 
score of 3

Nurse to urgently inform clinical team

Urgent assessment by clinician with core 
competencies to assess acutely ill patients

Clinical care in an environment with 
monitoring facilities

3 As above bleep specialist 
registrar

7+ Nurse to immediately inform clinical team at 
registrar level

Emergency assessment by a clinical team 
with critical care competencies, which 

includes a practitioner with advanced airway 
skills

Consider transfer of Clinical care to a level 2 
or 3 care facility

Current Practice
Milton Keynes University Hospital Trust (MKUHT) currently uses a “Track and Trigger” observation chart (MK EWS), 
which was originally devised and implemented before the release of the National Early Warning Score (NEWS) in 

July 2012.

MK EWS has both different trigger points and different triggered responses compared to the NEWS, outlined in the 
table below.

Stimulus for Change
MKUHT received £646,000 in response to a bid to the Nursing Tech Fund.  This money has been used to purchase 

133 WelchAllyn Connex Vital Signs Monitors.  These devices have two key features: Wi-Fi integration with the 
forthcoming Electronic Patient Record for provision of digital observations, and the ability to generate and display 
an EWS using a preloaded  algorithm.  These devices ship loaded with the NEWS, but could be customised to use 

the MK EWS.

Estimating the workload on an Acute Medical Admissions Unit
In order to provide an estimate of the impact of changing scoring systems on a range of hospital personnel, a random selection of 200 sets of observations were 

gathered by taking the most recent observations for patients in MAU in the morning between 0800-0900, and the evening between 1700-1800.  These 
observations were used to derive both triggers and scores under each system, using a custom spreadsheet for expediency, and the level of indicated responses 

compared as outcome using the four threshold equivalencies outlined in the table opposite.

Limitations
The RCP acknowledges that the NEWS may over-trigger for some patients with chronic disease, specifically patients with COPD and heart failure, and that these 

patients will run consistently high NEWS scores even when they are at their baseline.  This was discussed in the ‘Future Research’ document in the original 
publication.  This implies that the workload generated by wards with high workloads due to chronic disease may be substantially higher than that of the acute 

medical unit.

There was no control for length of stay and patient flow within the hospital; individual patients may therefore appear several times in the results.

As MK EWS is not validated, the implications for patient safety of the discrepancies in review rate cannot be easily assessed.

Threshold Milton Keynes Early Warning Score National Early Warning Score Workload Variation 
(NEWS/MK EWS)

0 168 (84.0%) 13 (6.5%) Decrease

1 17 (8.5%) 122 (61.0%) Increase

2 11 (5.5%) 45 (22.5%) Increase

3 4 (2%) 20 (10%) Increase

Implications and Further Work
This work suggests two important outcomes: firstly, there are a large number of patients who would be reviewed under the NEWS that are not reviewed at all 

under MK EWS, and there are patients who should be receiving a more senior review under the NEWS than they are under MK EWS. Secondly, the NEWS appears 
more sensitive at lower of scores: the number of lowest level scores is lower under NEWS than MK EWS.  As an unintended consequence, the NEWS may provide a 

more sensitive indicator of health, and suitability for discharge, than the MK EWS.

A switch from MK EWS to NEWS will increase the amount of Critical Care reviews required on the acute medical ward.

Further work, examining the predictive value of a nil NEWS score as an indicator for discharge, may provide a useful new bed management tool to identify 
patients for targeted discharge.


